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WELCOME 

HOT RANGE 
There are TWO stages where the range will be HOT ! 

Pressurized and Depressurization 
Commonly known as First and Last Shots. This allows every shooter to loosen up and find their 

groove without being encumbered by figuring out foot movement and target positions.  
It’s a great way to shake off the first stage jitters and a fine way to end the match.  

This stage is conducted simultaneously on each bay and they are the  
ONLY Stages where the entire squad will be loaded HOT.  

HOT RULES: 
All shooters line up facing the indicated berm. 

On command, load and make ready as instructed. 
When you are loaded– step back so the SO’s know you are finished 

SHOOTER MAY NOT LEAVE THE BAY HOT ! 
If a shooter must leave they must find a SO, unload and show clear under supervision. 

On behalf of the Port Malabar Rifle and Pistol Club,  
Welcome to the 2020 Space Coast Challenge by RUGER! 

This year’s match is captioned “Lost In Space” and we believe we have designed a match that will 
test your ability to think, move, and accurately shoot twelve stages of IDPA fun.  As a Tier 4 match, the 
overall and division winners will have to earn their spot at the top by successfully negotiating each of the 
individual challenges these stages present.   

This match could not be possible without our fantastic and very generous sponsors.  Please take 
the time to visit them here at the match or on their websites to not only thank them but to consider 
them in your purchase of that next “Got to Have” piece of equipment that will take you to the next level.  
Hands down, they are the best our sport has to offer. 

Our goal of the Space Coast Challenge is to supply you with a SAFE and FUN shooting envi-
ronment.  To this end, our staff is here to assist you in any way we can. In addition to the top-notch cast 
of CSOs and SOs, we have 30 volunteer Bayside High School Junior ROTC Cadets that will perform all 
stage reset and target pasting duties for you.  Please show your appreciation by not only thanking them, 
but consider a donation to the ROTC Cadet Corp in one of the buckets placed at each stage. 

Finally, SAFETY – SAFETY – SAFETY!  Throughout these stages, you will have to make 
tactical decisions with a loaded gun that may put you and others at risk if you make the wrong choice.  
Our team of volunteer CSOs and SOs are here to ensure EVERYONE is safety.  They will not hesitate 
to make the right call if a safety violation occurs.  That choice is ultimately up to YOU, the shooter. 
Safety should be first and foremost on your mind at ALL TIMES. 

This year’s match has been long in coming.  Hundreds of hours have been spent in planning 
and execution to bring it to you.  Enjoy the shooting experience, the camaraderie, and most of all BE 
SAFE in All your actions. 

Again, on behalf of all the members of PMRPC and the entire staff of the 
Space Coast Challenge by RUGER, WELCOME! 





Match Schedule 
Shooter Brief: 
We are asking that all shooters be registered, gear on, and at their assigned stage 30 minutes prior to published start 
time. This will permit the Safety Officers to start the safety briefing and stage walk-through prior to shooting. 
Squad/Bay Assignment:  
Each shooter has been assigned to a Squad. Each squad will begin the day at an assigned bay below.   
Pressurization:  
First Shot is a Timed Stage which is set up in every bay and shot simultaneously by all participants. We need 
the first shooter on the line at the published start time.  
Lunch: 
Saturday’s lunch will be delivered to the shooters at their assigned stage during the launch period.  Shooters are 
expected to provide their own lunch on Sunday.  
Depressurized: 
Last Shot is a Timed Stage which is set up in every bay and shot simultaneously by all participants.  



PMRPC is a COLD Facility 

PMRPC is a COLD Facility. If you arrive to the range hot, advise registration and they 
will assign a Safety Officer to accompany you to a bay and unload your firearm. Bring a 
bag to transport your carry gun to your vehicle. There is no firearm handling at your  
vehicle.  
Safe Tables are at every bay and they must be used to holster and un-holster all fire-
arms. You may NOT holster at your vehicle. There is no ammunition handling at any safe 
table, EVER. You may wear open, unloaded firearms anywhere throughout the range.  
The firearm must always be in the holster except under the direction of the safety officer.  
Parking is in assigned areas only. Follow the direction of the parking attendants.  

Brass is lost at this match. Do not pick up any brass on the range.  

Scoring is done electronically using Practiscore. There will be no paper score sheets 
at the stages. You will be required to approve the entered data on the tablet following 
your COF.  Scores will be posted to Practiscore periodically for review throughout the 
match. Questions regarding scores should be emailed to: 
RegisterSpaceCoastChallenge@gmail.com. Be sure to include your squad and IDPA
numbers. Shooters may photograph their score page, if desired, so long as doing so 
does not delay the squad. 
Individual walk thru of stages is prohibited. All shooters will be allowed to see 
eve-ry shooting position during the squad walk through. During the SO walk thru all 
shooters should form a single file line so everyone gets a fair look as the group moves 
through the shooting positions.  Air Gunning, at any time, is a Procedural. Some stages, 
in order to conserve time, will allow the next shooter to assume the starting position and 
inspect tar-get positions while the targets are being pasted for the previous shooter.  
Shooters should follow the SO as targets are scored. Steel must fall to be scored. 
Some steel is not scored but only serves as an activator.  Some steel is reactive and 
must properly react. Any disagreements with the scoring must be addressed at this time. 
A score can be contested immediately to the MD but it is highly unlikely that the CSO will 
be over-ruled. It is the shooter’s responsibility to ensure the score is correct before  
accepting the page. 
Squads are assigned and you must shoot with your group. Each stage has a dedicated 
tablet for scoring.  
Equipment Check / Chrono is required for ALL Shooters or no score will be issued.  
Both tests will be at Bay 3 
Awards- If you are not present at awards you must designate someone to pick up your 
award. Saturday only shooters may have awards mailed. 
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NOTES: 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 

www.decot.com 

The BEST 
Sport & Shooting Glasses 

Under The Sun
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MantisX.com  Dry Fire System 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 
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www.LucasOil.com/products/out-door-line 

Check out the entire line of Cleaners, Polish and Lubricants. 
Available from Fine Retailers, Amazon and On-Line stores. 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 
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SPACE COAST 

Funding Youth Firearm Safety-Education-Sport Since 1992 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 

Please join us for our next Banquet 

September 25 2021 
Radisson

Port Canaveral 

321-288-7861



We will be donating a set of 
custom fitted  

Electronic Hearing Protection 
to one lucky winner  

at the match. 

Please visit our booth for  
additional details and offers. 



Space Coast Challenge is pleased to have the  
Bayside High School Navy Junior  

Reserve Officer Training Corps  
assisting with our event. 

These outstanding students will be pasting, resetting and 
assisting the shooters throughout the match. 

The students are donating their time and energy to  
allow competitors to concentrate on their shooting skills.  

HONOR  
COURAGE 

COMITTMENT 

This event is a  
fundraising vehicle 

for the Bayside 
NJROTC Battalion. 

Please make a generous  
contribution to recognize 

the donation of their week-
end to enhance your 
shooting experience.  

The  
Official 
F.F.L. 

Transfer 
Agent  
for all 
Guns 

Awarded 
at the  
Space 
Coast 
Match 



Continuing sponsor of IDPA  

Competitions at Port Malabar 

Without the huge staff of  
volunteers, prior, during and  
after—no match of this size  

could ever happen.  
Be sure to thank the Safety staff, 

those repairing and keeping things 
running and the administration 

who donate their time and creative 
skills to further the sport.  

Paul Zima Match Director 

Duane Charter Assistant Match Director 

Alan Baker Scoring and Registration 

Jamie Powell Scoring and Registration 

Jim Flynn President- PMRPC 

Randy Milan-Williams Stage Design 

Gina Watson Stage Artist 

John Hilterman IDPA Florida Coordinator 

Ryan Hand Jodee Kulp Howard Woodruff Edward Hill 

Dan Kinnick Dennis Gollehon Herbert Fields Scott Ward 

Adam Crockett Erica Stone Gil Luz Todd Rinehart 

Aaron Wilcox Pablo Clausen Travis Powell Mark Yates 

Cathy Hadfield Albert Etienne George Masciarelli Jeff harrison

Ted Hadfield Mark Yorio David Hopkins Glen Oberbeck 

Sam Barbakoff Haley Yorio James Watson Karl Kulp

Brian Freeman Cole Yorio Bill Sylvester 

Tom Minton Jason Vreeland Cathy Sylvester 



AMERICAN OWNED 

www.SCCY.com 

AMERICAN MADE 

1206 Malabar Rd SE, 
Palm Bay, FL 32907 





 

(763)
205-
2109 
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www.MontanaGoldBullet.com 
bullets@montanagoldbullet.com 

(406) 755-2717 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 



1. All products made in the USA  
with the highest quality components. 
2. $15 flat rate shipping on all orders.  
3. Family owned and operated.  

www.SItargets.com 
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386-742-7105 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 

tel:%203867427105
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HuntersHdGold.com 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 
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Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 
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616-389-0666 
LokGrips.com 

Sales@lokgrips.com 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 

https://lokgrips.com/
mailto:sales@lokgrips.com
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Alan Baker 
Few people have meant more to  

PMRPC- IDPA and the action  
shooting disciplines than Alan.   

His  knowledge, skills and volunteer 
spirit have cultured a new generation  

of  action shooters. 
As a Match Director, CSO, SO,  

SO Instructor, Scorekeeper, registration 
guru, or just a guy in your squad,  

Alan has been there for  
ALL OF US! 

We SALUTE you Alan 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 



A gripping novel of a  
defensive shooter who  
draws on his IDPA  
experience to save  
innocent lives. 
 
Read as he navigates a  
ruthless prosecutor and the  
retribution efforts by  
associates of those  
he stopped. 
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Milan Williams 
IDPA Member- 

Stage Designer-CSO 
& State Championship  

Match Director  

Available Now At 

Kindle or Paperback 

Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 
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Diagrams are Artistic representations of  Stage 
intent and may not accurately depict the stage.  

Verbal SO stage briefs are the Final instructions. 

1-800-637-6047 
sales@rangestore.net 



TITLE SPONSOR OF THE  
2020 PORT MALABAR 

  

SPACE COAST CHALLENGE 
 




